
This is some of the main attractions, we are going to visit.According to our time, we will also 

plan to visit some other places, such as temples, ancient town... 

 

一：Chengdu Giant Panda Breeding Research Base.： 

Giant panda has become the launch rare and endangered wild animals such as ex situ conservation One of the 

main base. 

Base in order to establish the initial rescue of 16 from the wild giant panda based, has succeeded in captive giant 

panda population to about 70.  

 

二：Qingcheng mountain 

The Qingcheng is away from the Chengdu urban district 63 kilometers,because of scenic area green hill link row, 

forest luxuriant, is allyear long lonesome and quiet cool, always is the westernSichuanfamous tour and the 

summer vacation paradise. Here also is 1.thChinese Taoism place of originQingcheng's essential feature is: 

Tothemetropolis recent, the natural scenery is quiet and beautiful andthe Taoism cul ture well-established scenery 

scenic spot  



 

.  

三：The mountain Buddha of Leshan 

The city of Leshan is less than one hour's ride from the Baoguosi Monastery at the foot of Mt. Emei.Leshan is the 

home of the Giant Buddha at the conflueence of the Min,Dadu and Qingyi rivers.It qualifies as the largest Buddha 

in a sitting posture in the world .You must board a riverboat for the best view of the Giant Buddha.The massive 

Buddha was carved out of a cliff face more than a thousand years ago, but now it is still well preserved in good 

shape, with his full and serene face. 

The Buddha is the largest Buddha in China,towering to 71m,with his 14.7m head,and 24m shoulders.The 

Buddha's ears are 6.72m long, insteps 8.5m broad, and a picnic could be conducted on the nail of his big toe,  

which is 1.5m long. 

 

四：Chengdu JinLi 

“Chengdu jinli” promenade in sichuan folk leisure street, near chengdu city, is the first wuhouci with traditional 

architectural style of western town for travel, leisure blocks. More than 350 block length, have tea, hotel, 



restaurant, bar, stage, all kinds of snacks, handicraft products, tourism, shopping, entertainment, and is not only 

the good place of their dreams nostalgic people, in the deep roots builds a folk culture of recreational atmosphere 

more worthy of your fine aftertaste. 

Ancient drama will regularly on the classic plays, ChuanXi regularly shown before stage dam with characteristic of 

film, the folk artists have stall of performance (such as sugar, clay, the paper-cut performance, product 

performance, trickery, etc.) The special folk snack market, let people experience the western town "visit 

numerous" lively scene, Interest dye-in-the-wood show, visitors can folk wedding, enjoy and participate lovers can 

even their wedding ceremony will be held in jin, and moved to a unique, the traditional wedding way, Folk music 

and drama, the folk dress show is perennial continuously, pattern 100. 

Other USES, such as the night to play, HuaGan traditional sedan and transportation etc. Various characteristics of 

project, gu dye-in-the-wood in west jin to recreate the former town life MAO. 

 


